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IRELAND
testant from Catholic, while a very strong interest will
prompt to combined action. Yet, for lack of mutual
understanding and liking, for lack of general fusion,
the possibilities of this action are likely at present to be
greatly limited. A lesson is often plain long before it
is learnt; but the lesson is there and not for the clergy
only. Strong distrust of secularism is characteristic
of the Irish mind generally, in the average lay citizen :
but it is mixed with a growing distaste for clerical
control; and both the Protestant and Catholic laity
will be constrained to decide what sort of schools they
really want. Up to the present, Ireland has left this
to be settled by a bureaucracy of experts, working as
best they could in consultation with the clergy of
various denominations. The Northern Education Act
has at least the merit of forcing the laity to take a hand
In. the work of culture for themselves, and even from,
the conflicts which result some idea of a common
culture must be engendered.
Briefly, then, the free application of Irish thought
to Irish problems with power to give effect to decisions
in action must work for a blending of the two cultures
which have developed along separate lines. But
there is one point at which the cult of an intellectual
ideal threatens danger to possibilities of fusion. The
Gaelic League set before itself the aim. not merely of
reviving interest in the Irish language, but of inducing
the country to return to a general use of Irish, and the
Irish Republican party before the truce was formally
committed to this aim. In its extreme form and perhaps
In Its logical development, this doctrine would imply
that all education In Ireland should be based on a
knowledge of Gaelic. Any combined attempt to force
this Ideal into practice would separate the two cultures
decisively and would render real unity of the two
nations in Ireland unattainable. It is necessary to
consider the history of this question and to consider
how far the Gaelic movement Is a ground for hope and
how far for despair.

